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You may have noticed a box of gibberish, a maths sum or a series of words to copy and type when filling in forms on
websites. This is called ‘CAPTCHA’ and is a way to make sure that a real person is filling in the form, rather than a spam
‘robot’. CAPTCHA stands for ‘Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers and Humans Apart’.
The use of CAPTCHA codes in internet security scams
Facebook is a popular target for cybercrooks looking to compromise someone's internet security, encouraging them to
hand over their personal information, such as passwords and even credit card details. More recently cyber criminals have
started to incorporate CAPTCHA codes to make their scams more believable.
Here are some examples where cyber criminals have used CAPTCHA to trick everyday internet users:
Scams which carry intriguing messages encourage you to complete a CAPTCHA code and then to complete a survey
Money mule scams promoted through online ads
Complex scams using messages such as Flash Player Upgrade Installations reveal a pop-up which asks you to enter a
simple CAPTCHA code. While waiting for this code to be validated, malware with bot capabilities is installed onto your
PC
Safety checklist
1. Make sure your PC is protected by effective internet security software
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Next steps
What is spam?
What is antivirus?
What is malware?
Email safety tips
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Remote Digital Championing!

Guides covering some tips and techniques for providing remote support to learners, an increasingly important service
in times of social isolation.

Find out more

Free how-to guides for your website
Why not add our award-winning and extensive range of digital skills guides to your website?

Find out more

Start a Digital Champion movement!
Could your workplace do with developing its digital skills? With funded membership opportunities currently available,
now is the perfect time for organisations to join our Digital Champions Network.

Find out more

Subscribe to our newsletter
Join our mailing list to receive the latest news, offers and expert insights from our team.
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